I. INTRODUCTION
The Gamow-Teller (GT ) transition is a nuclear week interaction process which is used as basic input to study the structure of atomic nuclei [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . To estimate electron-capture (EC) reaction rates in the case of β + decay, we need Gamow-Teller (GT ) strength [B(GT )] distributions. The EC reactions on medium-mass nuclei play a significant role in astrophysical phenomena such as core-collapse (type-II) supernovae (SNe); thermonuclear type (type Ia) SNe; heating and cooling processes in crusts of accreating neutron stars. Thus to understand these process it is highly desirable to precisely calculate GT strengths using suitable nuclear models. Experimental GT strengths can be obtained from β-decay and charge-exchange reactions. The β-decay measurements are limited to small Q-value window, while with charge exchange reactions like (p, n), ( 2 He, d) and ( 3 He, t) are useful tools to study the relative values of B(GT ) strengths up to high excitation energies. The experimental data for GT -strengths using 42 Ca( 3 He,t) 42 Sc reaction is available in Ref. [12] . It was observed that the low-lying 0.611 MeV GT state collects the main part of strength (∼ 80 %). The Gamow-Teller transition study for the 48 Ti( 3 He,t) 48 V reaction is reported in Ref. [13] , the highly fragmented GT strength distributions for 48 Ti are observed in this experiment. The experimental GTstrengths corresponding to 66 Co → 66 Ni and 66 Fe → 66 Co transitions are available in Ref. [14] . The GT -strength of 45 Ca using 45 Sc(t, 3 He+γ) 45 Ca reaction was reported by Noji et al. in Ref. [15] . Theoretical investigation to study strong magnetic dipole (M 1) transitions and GT strengths for f p shell nuclei reported in Refs. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In the present work our aim is to calculate the GT strengths and to compare the theoretical results with the experimental data. Also, we have calculated GT * Electronic address: vikasphysicsiitr@gmail.com † Electronic address: pcsrifph@iitr.ac.in strengths distributions at higher excitation energies. This might be very useful for upcoming experimental data. It is also possible to predict half-lives using GT strengths as an input.
In the present work, we have performed shell model calculations to obtained the GT -strengths for 42 Co transitions using f p and f pg 9/2 spaces. In the Table 1 , we have given list of f p shell nuclei considered in the present work for GT -strength calculations, the number of GT transitions, transitions up to the excitation energy in MeV and the references are given in the last column for comparison with the theoretical results.
II. DETAILS OF THE SHELL MODEL CALCULATION
The shell-model effective Hamiltonian can be express in terms of single-particle energies and two-body matrix elements, To obtain the GT -strengths we have performed shell model calculations in the f p model space using the KB3G [24] and GXPF1A [25] Co transitions we allow protons to occupy in the f p shell only, also we have fixed minimum six protons in the f 7/2 orbital. We fix minimum six, two and four neutrons in the f 7/2 , p 3/2 and f 5/2 orbitals, respectively. While maximum two neutrons are allow to occupy in the each p 1/2 and g 9/2 orbitals. We have also performed the truncated shell model calculation in sdpf model space to see the importance of lower orbitals for the case of 42 Ca → 42 Sc transition using SDPF-MU [27] interaction, in this calculation we have completely filled the d 5/2 orbital in the case of protons and neutrons. We allow maximum two neutrons and two protons to occupy each f 7/2 and f 5/2 orbitals, respectively. The shell model calculations are performed using the code NuShellX@MSU [28] .
The Gamow-Teller strength B(GT ) is calculated using the following expression,
where τ + |p = |n , τ − |n = |p , f q is the quenching factor, the index k runs over the single particle orbitals, |i and |f describe the state of the parent and daughter nuclei, respectively. The reported B(GT ) and summed B(GT ) values are quenched by a quenching factor q = 0.66 [31] .
It is possible to improve further GT strengths results by adding the effect of two-body currents (2BCs) in the quenching factor [32] [33] [34] [35] . Recently for the ab initio calculations it was suggested that if we use evolve operator then there is no need to use quenching factor [36] .
III. COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL B(GT ) STRENGTH DISTRIBUTIONS
In this section the comparison between calculated and experimental GT -strengths distributions for different transitions are reported.
A.
42 Ca → 42 Sc Fig. 1 shows the experimental and calculated shell model B(GT ) strength distributions for the transition 42 Ca → 42 Sc. We have calculated B(GT ) values from ground state of 42 Ca(0 + ) → 42 Sc(1 + ) states without any truncation using GXPF1A and KB3G interactions. Fig. 1(a) represents the experimental data observed through the 42 Ca( 3 He, t) 42 Sc charge-exchange reaction [12] , Fig. 1(b) , represents the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 1(c) , the shellmodel calculation using the KB3G interaction, Fig. 1(d) , represents the shell-model calculation using the SDPF-MU interaction, and Fig. 1(e) , the running sums of B(GT ) as function of excitation energy E x ( 42 Sc). The calculated B(GT ) values and summed B(GT ) strengths using shell model are scaled by the quenching factor (0.66) 2 [31] . The quenched shell model results from all the interactions are able to explain the observed GT transition strength concentrated at lowest excitation energy. Overall the shell model results are successfully explain the gross feature of the experimental B(GT ) values as well as summed B(GT ) strengths. In the experiment, some weak B(GT ) strengths are observed at lower excitation energies between E x = 1.889 to 3.688 MeV which are not observed in the shell model calculations. At lower excitation energies, the summed B(GT ) strengths in shell model calculation are lower than the experiment this is because some B(GT ) values are missing. Some B(GT ) values predicted by all the interactions at E x ∼ 10 MeV are not observed in the experiment, while the summed B(GT ) strengths calculated from shell models are closer to experiment at higher excitation energies. The shell model results with SDPF-MU interaction is not as expected this might be due to truncation which we imposed for feasible calculation. EXPT. GXPF1A KB3G culated without any truncation. Fig. 2(a) [29] , Fig. 2(b) , represents the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 2(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, and Fig. 2(d Fig. 3(a) presents the experimental data observed through the charge-exchange reaction 45 Sc(t, 3 
He+γ)
45 Ca [15] . Fig. 3(b) depicts the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 3(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, and Fig. 3(d) , the running sums of B(GT ) as a function of the excitation energy E x ( 45 Ca). Both the shell model calculations predict dominant B(GT ) value at ∼ 6 MeV which is smaller than the experimental value. The experimental B(GT ) values range from 0.019 to 0.865 are observed at E x ( 45 Ca) = 3 to 9.75 MeV which are missing in both the shell model calculations. The missing B(GT ) values and the deviation of summed B(GT ) strengths are indicating the importance of the sd orbitals which are not included in the present calculations.
D.
45 Ti → 45 Sc Fig. 4 − ) states without any truncation. Fig. 4 (a) presents the experimental data observed through the β + -decay [30] . Fig. 4(b) depicts the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 4(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, and Fig. 4(d) , the running sums of B(GT ) as a function of the excitation energy E x ( 45 Sc). There are four B(GT ) transition strengths observed in the experiment at 0, 0.72, 1.408, and 1.662 MeV lies between 0.002 -0.011, these low lying B(GT ) strengths are successfully produced by both the shell model calculations. Both the shell model calculations predict the highly fragmented GT strengths at excitation energies E x ( 45 Sc) ∼ 2-10 MeV which are not observed in the experiment. The concentrated GT strengths predicted by the theory at higher excitation energies may be observed in the future experiments. The calculated shell model results for the sum of B(GT ) strengths at lowest energy states are in good agreement with the experiment and the trend of both the shell model results are following the same pattern at higher excitation energies.
E.
48 Ti → 48 V Fig. 5 Fig. 5 (b) depicts the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 5(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, and Fig. 5(d) , the running sums of B(GT ) as a function of the excitation energy E x ( 48 V). Fig. 5(a) , shows that the GT strength is highly fragmented and distributed over many discrete states, the same pattern is also predicted from both the shell model calculations. The four dominated GT values ranges from 0.147 to 0.351 observed for the transitions from the J π = 0 + , ground state of 48 Ti to the 1 + states of 48 V at excitation energies E x = 0.421, 2.406, 3.387, and 3.864 MeV. The calculated shell model intensities for these transitions are similar to the measured ones. At higher excitation energies, both the shell model calculations predict some more dominated transitions which are not observed in the experiment, while one dominated GT strength observed in the experiment at E x = 3.387 MeV is missing in both the calculations. The GXPF1A interaction generated an excitation energy closer to the experimental one than the energy obtained employing the KB3G interaction. From fig. 5 (d) the summed B(GT ) strength plot, the summed B(GT ) strength predicted by the GXPF1A interaction is more closer to the experiment than the KB3G interaction. The summed B(GT ) strength by KB3G is in agreement with the experiment at lower excitation energy but not at higher excitation energy, overall, the summed B(GT ) strength predicted by GXPF1A interaction matched with observed ones better than KB3G. out any truncation using GXPF1A and KB3G interactions. Fig. 6(a) represents the experimental data observed through the β − -decay 66 Co→ 66 Ni [38] , Fig. 6(b) , represents the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, Fig. 6(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, Fig. 6(d) , represents the shellmodel calculation using the GXPF1Br+V MU interac- tion for f pg 9/2 model space, and Fig. 6(e [38] are shown in Fig. 7(a) , in Fig. 7(b) , the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1A interaction, in Fig. 7(c) , the shell-model calculation using the KB3G interaction, in Fig. 7(d) , the shell-model calculation using the GXPF1Br+V MU interaction, in Fig. 7(e) , the running sums of B(GT ) as function of the excitation energy E x ( 66 Co). Two dominant GT transition strengths are observed in the experiment from 66 Fe(0 + ) → 66 Co(1 + ) states at E x ( 66 Co) = 0 and 0.982 MeV, first experimental GT transition strength is predicted in both GXPF1A and KB3G shell model calculations while in GXPF1Br+V MU interaction the first B(GT ) value is shifted to the higher excitation energy. In all the shell model calculations, the second observed B(GT ) value is missing. It is found that the GXPF1A interaction generated an excitation energy and B(GT ) strengths more closer to the experiment than the KB3G interaction. The shell model calculations predict several excited states with small B(GT ) values in the 4 -14 MeV region in GXPF1A, 6.5 -17.8 MeV region in KB3G and 4.272 -10.193 MeV region in GXPF1Br+V MU effective interaction. These several weakly GT transitions strengths are not observed in the experiment, these theoretical results may be serve as the input for the future experiments.
The results of GT strengths with GXPF1A and KB3G are different, this might be due to different originality of these two interactions. The GXPF1A interaction is developed from G-matrix and then fitted, while KB3G interaction is a monopole-corrected version of KB3 effective interaction.
